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Abstract
We use a code generator—type-directed partial evaluation—to verify
conversions between isomorphic types, or more precisely to verify that
a composite function is the identity function at some complicated type.
A typed functional language such as ML provides a natural support to
express the functions and type-directed partial evaluation provides a con-
venient setting to obtain the normal form of their composition. However,
off-the-shelf type-directed partial evaluation turns out to yield gigantic
normal forms.
We identify that this gigantism is due to redundancies, and that these
redundancies originate in the handling of sums, which uses delimited con-
tinuations. We successfully eliminate these redundancies by extending
type-directed partial evaluation with memoization capabilities. The result
only works for pure functional programs, but it provides an unexpected
use of code generation and it yields orders-of-magnitude improvements
both in time and in space for type isomorphisms.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background: reduction-based vs. reduction-free nor-
malization
Say that we consider binary trees modulo associativity. Binary trees are easily
coded as a data type in Standard ML [36, 37, 45]:
datatype ’a bt = LEAF of ’a
| NODE of ’a bt * ’a bt
(In this declaration, bt is the name of the data type. It is parameterized with a
type variable ’a to express that the data type is polymorphic: we can represent
trees of integers, trees of reals, trees of lists, etc. LEAF and NODE are binary-tree
constructors.)
The following conversion rule (written with an infix ⇔) defines associativity:
∀ t1, t2, t3 : ’a bt, NODE (t1, NODE (t2, t3)) ⇔ NODE (NODE (t1, t2), t3).
Two binary trees are equal modulo associativity if they can be converted to
each other using ⇔.
How do we represent binary trees modulo associativity in practice? One
option is to use the data type above and test for equality using the conversion
rule. A more efficient version, however, exists. It is based on the idea of orienting
the conversion rule into a rewriting rule. For example, we could orient is as
follows:
∀ t1, t2, t3 : ’a bt, NODE (t1, NODE (t2, t3)) ⇐ NODE (NODE (t1, t2), t3).
This rewriting rule is nice because repeatedly applying it (1) terminates and
(2) yields a unique normal form. (A normal form here is a binary tree for
which the rewriting rule cannot be applied.) Representing a binary tree modulo
associativity is thus best done with its normal form because it is more efficient
to test for equality.
In the present case, the data type of binary trees in normal form can be
coded as follows:
datatype ’a bt_nf = LEAF_nf of ’a
| NODE_nf of ’a * ’a bt_nf
The constructor NODE nf guarantees that the rewriting rule cannot be applied.
Since this data type is isomorphic to the data type of non-empty lists, we
can represent normalized binary trees as ML lists. The question then is how to
normalize binary trees. In ML terms, this amounts to writing a function
normalize : ’a bt -> ’a list
that flattens its argument into a normal form.
The traditional, reduction-based, approach is to traverse the source tree and
repeatedly apply the rewrite rule:
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fun reduction_based_normalize (LEAF x)
= x :: nil
| reduction_based_normalize (NODE (LEAF x, t))
= x :: (reduction_based_normalize t)
| reduction_based_normalize (NODE (NODE (t1, t2), t3))
= reduction_based_normalize (NODE (t1, NODE (t2, t3)))
An alternative, reduction-free, approach to normalization, however, exists:
it amounts to interpreting the binary tree in a non-standard model and inverting
this interpretation. In the present case, we choose the non-standard model to
be the function space
’a list -> ’a list
We map leaves into a function that adds an element to its argument, we map
nodes into function composition, and we invert the interpretation function by
applying values to the empty list:
fun reduction_free_normalize t
= let fun eval (LEAF x)
= (fn a => x :: a)
| eval (NODE (t1, t2))
= (eval t1) o (eval t2)
fun reify value
= value nil
in reify (eval t)
end
This esoteric-looking function can be simplified as follows: rather than returning
a function, the argument of this function can be specified as one more argument
to eval, and reify can be inlined:
fun reduction_free_normalize_simpler t
= let fun eval (LEAF x) a
= x :: a
| eval (NODE (t1, t2)) a
= eval t1 (eval t2 a)
in eval t nil
end
The result is the familiar flatten function with an accumulator.
This way of normalizing binary trees is said to be reduction free because
it does not explicitly apply the rewriting rule. Because it normalizes a term
by inverting an evaluation function (into a non-standard model), reduction-free
normalization is also referred to as normalization by evaluation. The flattening
example above is folklore in the normalization-by-evaluation community.
Normalization by evaluation has been variously studied in logic, proof theory,
and category theory [2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 13] and in partial evaluation [14, 16]. Type-
directed partial evaluation, which we present next, has been investigated both
practically [5, 15, 17, 18, 29, 31, 38] and foundationally [24, 25, 47].
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1.2 Type-directed partial evaluation
Type-directed partial evaluation is a practical instance of normalization by eval-
uation and is used for specializing functional programs. The evaluation function
it inverts is the standard evaluation of functional programs. Consequently, a
type-directed partial evaluator maps values to a textual representation of their
normal form, in contrast to a traditional syntax-directed partial evaluator, which
maps the textual representation of a source program to the textual representa-
tion of the corresponding specialized program.
In the present work, we consider a pure version of type-directed partial
evaluation for ML with the following types (a is atomic):
t ::= a | t1 → t2 | t1 × t2 | t1 + t2
For example, let us consider the following ML function, which exponentiates
its argument x by recursively halving its argument n, using the auxiliary function
binary. Depending on the parity of its argument, binary applies odd or even to
each intermediate result. The functions quot and rem respectively compute the
quotient and the remainder of two integers; they are found in the Int library.
The opportunity for specialization here is that the first argument of exponentiate
(and thus the argument of binary) is known statically.
fun exponentiate n (odd, even) x
= let fun binary 0
= x
| binary n
= let val r = binary (Int.quot (n, 2))






A syntax-directed partial evaluator maps the textual representation of exponenti-
ate 20 to the textual representation of its specialized version (the overhead of
the interpretation of 20 has been completely eliminated):
fn (p1, p2) => fn x3 => let val r4 = p1 x3
val r5 = p2 r4
val r6 = p1 r5
val r7 = p2 r6
in p2 r7
end
In contrast, a type-directed partial evaluator maps the value of exponentiate 20
(together with a representation of its type) to the textual representation of its
specialized version. (In fact, the residual function above is the actual output of
our type-directed partial evaluator.)
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1.3 Motivation
Recently, we have realized that a proof-theoretical application of type-directed
partial evaluation was affected by the size and redundancy of the generated
code. Unsurprisingly, we have diagnosed the problem to arise because of sums,
which are handled with continuations and therefore duplicate contexts.
For example, at type (a → b) → (c → a) → c → b, the term fn f => fn g
=> fn x => f (g x) is normalized into the following residual term:
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => let val r3 = x1 x2
in x0 r3
end
At type (a → b) → (bool → a) → bool → b, however, it is normalized into
the following other residual term, where the application of x0 occurs in both
conditional branches:1
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => if x2
then let val r3 = x1 true
in x0 r3
end
else let val r5 = x1 false
in x0 r5
end
In both cases, the residual term is in normal form: it contains no function
applications or conditional expressions that could be simplified away. It is also
fully eta-expanded.
Normalization at boolean type is handled by duplicating contexts (the ap-
plication of x0 in the example just above). This duplication is known to yield
redundant residual terms in a pure setting. For example, normalizing fn f => fn
g => fn x => f (g x) (g x) at type (bool → bool → a) → (b → bool ) → b → a
yields the following residual term:
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => let val r3 = x1 x2
in if r3
then let val r4 = x0 true





else let val r8 = x0 false






1The boolean type is a trivial sum.
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This residual term is redundant in a pure setting because in each branch of the
outer conditional expression, we know the result of x1 x2 and therefore there is
no need to recompute it and test it. The residual term could thus be simplified
into the following one:
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => let val r3 = x1 x2
in if r3
then let val r4 = x0 true
in r4 true
end




In the proof-theoretic setting considered here (see Section 2), such a simpli-
fication is crucial.
1.4 Contribution and overview
We solve the above redundancy by introducing a memoization mechanism in
type-directed partial evaluation.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proof-
theoretical setting of our work; Section 3 reviews type-directed partial evalua-
tion; and Section 4 presents the memoization mechanism.
2 Type isomorphisms
Two data types are said to be isomorphic if it is possible to convert data be-
tween them without loss of information. More formally, two types σ and τ are
isomorphic if there exists a function f of type σ → τ and a function g of type
τ → σ, such that f ◦ g is the identity function over τ and g ◦ f is the identity
function over σ.
Type isomorphisms provide a way not to worry about unessential details in
the representation of data. They are used in functional programming to provide
a means to search functions by types [20, 21, 22, 39, 40, 41, 42] and to match
modules by specifications [7, 19].
Searching for converters between particularly complex isomorphic types raises
the problem of normalizing composite functions, in order to verify whether they
are the identity function or not. Normalization by evaluation provides an el-
egant solution: we simply write the functions in ML and we residualize their
composition.
The work presented in this paper takes its inspiration from a recent joint
work by Balat, Di Cosmo, and Fiore [6]. This work addresses the relations be-
tween the problem of type isomorphisms and a well-known arithmetical problem,
called “Tarski’s high school algebra problem” [23].
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2.1 Tarski’s high school algebra problem
Tarski asked whether the arithmetic identities taught in high school (namely:
commutativity, associativity, distributivity and rules for the neutral elements
and exponentiation) are complete to prove all the equations that are valid for
the natural numbers. His student Martin answered this question affirmatively
under the condition that one restricts the language of arithmetic expressions to
the operations of product and exponentiation and the constant 1.
For arithmetic expressions with sum, product, exponentiation, and the con-
stant 1, however, the answer is negative, witness an equation due to Wilkie that
holds true in N but that is not provable with the usual arithmetic identities [46].
Furthermore, Gurevič has shown that in that case, equalities are not finitely ax-
iomatizable [30]. To this end, he exhibited an infinite number of equalities in N
such that for every finite set of axioms, one of them can be shown not to follow.
2.2 Tarski’s high school algebra problem, type-theoretically
If one replaces sums, product, and exponentiation respectively by the sum,
product, and arrow type constructors, and if one replaces the constants 0 and 1
respectively by the empty and unit types, one can restate Tarski’s question as
one about the isomorphisms between types built with these constructors. For
types built without sum and empty types, Soloviev, and then Bruce, Di Cosmo,
and Longo have shown that exactly the same axioms are obtained [11, 43].
Continuing the parallel with arithmetic, Balat, Di Cosmo, and Fiore have
studied the case of isomorphisms of types with empty and sum types [6]. They
have generalized Gurevič’s equations for the case of equalities in N without
constants as follows:
(Au + Bnu)v · (Cnv + Dnv)u = (Av + Bnv)u · (Cnu + Dnu)v (n ≥ 3 odd)
where A = y + x





Cn = yn + xn





Balat, Di Cosmo, and Fiore have proven that these equalities hold in the world
of type isomorphisms as well. They did so by exhibiting a family of functions
and their inverses. Figure 1 shows a fragment of one of these functions, written
in Standard ML, when n = 3. The type of this term fragment is displayed at
the top of the figure. It corresponds to (Au +Bu3 )v · ... → (Av +Bv3 )u · ..., where
’a corresponds to v, ’b corresponds to u, ’c corresponds to y, ’d corresponds
to x, and furthermore sum, *, and -> are type constructors for sums, products,
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(’a -> (’b -> (’c,’d) sum, ’b -> (’d * ’d,(’d * ’c,’c * ’c) sum) sum) sum) * ...
->
(’b -> (’a -> (’c,’d) sum, ’a -> (’d * ’d,(’d * ’c,’c * ’c) sum) sum) sum) * ...
fn (p1, p2)
=> (fn x3
=> (case p2 x3
of (LEFT s5)
=> LEFT (fn x7
=> (case p1 x7
of (LEFT s9)






=> (case s5 x7
of (LEFT (p17, (p19, p20)))
=> (case s10 x3




of (LEFT (p28, p29))
=> LEFT p29
| (RIGHT (p30, p31))
=> RIGHT p20))
| (RIGHT (p32, (p34, p35)))
=> (case s10 x3




of (LEFT (p43, p44))
=> RIGHT p43
| (RIGHT (p45, p46))
=> LEFT p46)))))
| (RIGHT s6) => RIGHT (fn x47 => ...)),
fn x111
=> (case p1 x111
of (LEFT s113) => LEFT (fn x115 => ...)
| (RIGHT s114) => RIGHT (fn x179 => ...)))
Figure 1: Isomorphism function for n = 3 (fragment)
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and functions (i.e., exponentiations).2
For such large and interlaced functions, whether intuited or automatically
produced, it is rather daunting to show that composing them with their inverse
yields the identity function. A normalization tool that handles sums is needed.
In the presence of sums, however, normalization is known to be a non-trivial
affair [1], chiefly because of commuting conversions [27]. Type-directed partial
evaluation does handle sums, but the redundancy pointed out in Section 1.3 is
a major impediment.
3 Type-directed partial evaluation
Type-directed partial evaluation is defined as a pair of functions for each type
constructor. The first function, reify, maps a value into a representation of its
normal form. The second function, reflect, maps the representation of a normal
form into the corresponding value. Reification and reflection are already well
described in the literature [8, 10, 16, 25, 28, 29, 31, 38, 47] and therefore, rather
than repeating these descriptions, let us instead focus on the one equation of
interest: reflection at sum type.
↑t1+t2 e = shift κ in case(e, x.reset(κ(in1(↑t1 x))), y.reset(κ(in2(↑t2 y))))
where x and y are fresh
The control operator shift abstracts the evaluation context of ↑t1+t2 e and re-
locates it in each branch of a residual conditional expression. The control op-
erator reset delimits the extent of any subsequent control abstraction in the




Our aim is to avoid dead branches in the residual code by integrating the two





























2In ML’s type language, the type constructors for products and functions are infix, and
the type constructor for sums is postfix.
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These transformations are easily derivable from the η rule for sum types:
case (t, x1.h (in1 x1), x2.h (in2 x2)) = h t





and β-reducing yields the first transformation.
4.2 How
The residual program is an abstract-syntax tree. This abstract-syntax tree is
constructed depth first, left to right. Our key idea is to maintain a global stack
accounting for conditional branches in the path from the root of the residual
program to the current point of construction.
The global stack can be implemented with a global reference and sequential
push and pop operations as the construction proceeds. It seems plausible that
the correctness of this state-based version of type-directed partial evaluation
can be approached by adding a state monad to Filinski’s formalization [25]. We
are currently looking into this issue [4].





in1(↑t1 z) if e is globally associated to (Left, z)
in2(↑t2 z) if e is globally associated to (Right, z)




where x and y are fresh
If e is not associated to anything in the stack, then we associate it to (Left, x)
when processing the consequent and to (Right, x) when processing the alterna-
tive.
4.3 Application
In the present case, memoization pays off: as illustrated in Figure 2, the output
of type-directed partial evaluation is between one and two orders of magnitude
smaller, for a residualization time that is also between one and two orders of
magnitude smaller. (We also observed that the time ML takes for inferring
the types of the isomorphism functions offsets the time taken by type-directed
partial evaluation, even in the absence of memoization.)
4.4 Common sub-expression elimination
Furthermore, we are now in position to integrate common sub-expression elimi-
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The two graphs visualize the size of the residual abstract syntax
trees (the number of their nodes) and their normalization time (in
milliseconds, on a 4-processor Sparc station running SunOS 5.7
using SML/NJ Version 110.0.6) for the isomorphism functions de-
scribed in Section 2 and Figure 1, for n = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. The
white bars account for standard type-directed partial evaluation,




functions are indexed by the global stack to ensure their coherence, since a
reflected function can be applied in conditional branches with distinct lexical
scope. (In the absence of sums, the memo functions can be used uniformly.)
To illustrate common sub-expression elimination, let us come back to the
last example of Section 1.3, fn f => fn g => fn x => f (g x) (g x). Without
memo functions, residualizing it at type (a → a → b) → (c → a) → c → b yields
the following residual term where the application x1 x2 occurs twice:
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => let val r3 = x1 x2
val r4 = x0 r3
val r5 = x1 x2
in r4 r5
end
In contrast, memo functions make it possible to obtain the following residual
term, where the result r3 is used twice and thus the application x1 x2 occurs
only once:
fn x0 => fn x1 => fn x2 => let val r3 = x1 x2




Memoisation is a standard component of polyvariant partial evaluators that
yield mutually recursive residual programs [12, 33, 44]. Using a traditional
syntax-directed partial evaluator, however, is not a realistic option here because
our source programs are higher-order and thus require a frightful number of
binding-time improvements.
We are not aware of any similar work on type isomorphisms.
Finally, and as illustrated in Section 1.1, type-directed partial evaluation is
only one instance of normalization by evaluation. We are not aware of any other
use of memoization in other instances.
6 Conclusion and issues
We have extended type-directed partial evaluation of pure functional programs
with memoization capabilities. Primarily, memoization makes it possible to keep
track of the dynamic result of tests in conditional branches, as in Futamura’s
Generalized Partial Computation [26]. Secondarily, memoization makes it pos-
sible to integrate a form of common sub-expression elimination in type-directed
partial evaluation. Getting back to our initial motivation, memoization makes
it practical to use type-directed partial evaluation to verify type isomorphisms
in the presence of sums.
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